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Abstract. In practical applications of pattern recognition and computer vision,
the performance of many approaches can be improved by using multiple models.
In this paper, we develop a common theoretical framework for multiple model fu-
sion at the feature level using multilinear subspace analysis (also known as tensor
algebra). One disadvantage of the multilinear approach is that it is hard to obtain
enough training observations for tensor decomposition algorithms. To overcome
this difficulty, we adopted the M2SA algorithm to reconstruct the missing entries
of the incomplete training tensor. Furthermore, we apply the proposed framework
to the problem of face image analysis using Active Appearance Model (AAM) to
validate its performance. Evaluations of AAM using the proposed framework are
conducted on Multi-PIE face database with promising results.
1 Introduction
Observations in the real world are often affected by many factors which lead to wide
variations in object appearance. Typical examples are gender, pose, age and expression
variations of the human face. The difficulties posed by these factors limit the perfor-
mance of many existing object recognition approaches. Thus, modelling these factors
is very important for image understanding and analysis, which are the ultimate goals of
computer vision.
To counteract the difficulty posed by different variations, more sophisticated object
modelling approaches have been proposed in recent years, such as the view-based [1]
[2], bilinear-based [3] [4] and tensor-based approaches [5] [6]. The core idea of these
methods is to try to decouple the original space into different subspaces and obtain a
set of state-specific models which can represent their corresponding state-specific ob-
servations well. This is a common way to solve the difficulty as stated above. These
models trained using subsets parametrized by specific factors can perform much better
than a generic model trained from a pool of observations with many factors [7]. Implic-
itly, these approaches are based on different multiple model frameworks. In practical
applications, we always choose one of these models or fuse some of them into a new
model. Actually, both the view-based and bilinear methods can be viewed as special
cases of the multilinear methods. Using multilinear structure has lots of advantages
in high dimensional data analysis because it offers a natural description of real-world
observations.
In this paper, we develop a unified and compact theoretical framework for feature
level multiple model fusion by using multilinear algebra. In practical applications, how-
ever, it is normally hard to obtain enough training samples for classical tensor decompo-
sition algorithms, such as the Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD)
[8]. For example, for an object with 5 different factors and each factor including 10
different variations, the total number of the required training samples is 105. To cope
with this problem, the M2SA [9] algorithm is implemented with our multiple model
fusion system, which can reconstruct the missing entries by using a weighted scheme.
The proposed framework is applied to face image analysis using Active Appearance
Model(AAM)[10] to validate it and to assess its performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic theory
of tensor algebra and our multiple model fusion framework. Section 3 addresses the
M2SA algorithm to cope with the missing entries. The application of the proposed
framework to the AAM is discussed in Section 4. The experimental results obtained
on the Multi-PIE face database [11] are presented in Section 5 and conclusions are
summarized in the last section.
2 Multiple model fusion
In this paper, scalars, vectors, matrices and higher-order tensors are denoted by lower-
case and upper-case letters (a,A,b,B,   ), bold lower-case letters (a,b,   ), bold upper-
case letters (A,B,   ) and calligraphic upper-case letters (A,B,   ) respectively.
The adopted model fusion framework is carried out at the feature level of observa-
tions by using multilinear algebra. The multilinear algebra, also known as tensor alge-
bra, is an extension of 1D vector and 2D matrix in linear algebra, which are actually
1st-order and 2nd-order tensors respectively. Normally, the term 0higher-order tensors0
stands for N th-order tensors when N = 3.
Suppose we have an observation training setX parametrised byM different factors
and each factor has Im (m = 1   M ) different variations. We can divide this training
set into subsets X = fX1;1; ;1;    ;Xi1;i2;iM ;    ;XI1I2IM g. For these observa-
tions in each subset, we can extract their features and obtain the feature level description
for the corresponding subset:
Yi1;i2; ;iM = fyi1;i2; ;iM1 ;    ;yi1;i2; ;iML g; (1)
where L is the number of features, yl 2 RDl1(l = 1   L) are feature vectors and
Dl is the dimensionality of these feature vectors. These features could be the shape,
texture, Haar-like feature, HoG, LBP, SIFT and so on. We can choose one or some of
these features for (1). The feature selection might affect the performance of the model
seriously. Thus, we should choose suitable feature selection methods to achieve the best
performance of the models in a given application.
Normally, given a specific model, we can train a set of those models using different
state-specific training subsets:
fMi1;i2; ;iM : Yi1;i2; ;iM g; im = 1    IM (2)
where Mi1;i2; ;iM is the state-specific model trained from the corresponding subset
Yi1;i2; ;iM . Then, one of these models or a fused model obtained by combining some
of these models chosen by a state estimation approach can be applied to the test set with
corresponding variations. This multiple model system can improve the performance
greatly. However, it is not convenient to describe and analyse this incompact framework.
Here, we introduce the multilinear approach to the feature level multiple model fusion
framework to obtain a unified and compact structure. Fig. 1 shows an example of the
proposed feature level multiple model fusion approach based on a 3rd-order tensor.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the model level and feature level multiple model fusion frameworks.
In multilinear approach, each feature level training set can be rewritten as a higher-
order tensor Yl 2 RI1I2IMIM+1(l = 1   L) and IM+1 = Dl. Set N =
M + 1, the (M + 1)th-order tensor can be simplified to a N th-order tensor Yl 2
RI1I2IN . Then, we apply tensor decomposition algorithms to these training ten-
sors Yl(l = 1   L). The most popular two types of tensor decomposition algorithms
are CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) based tensor decomposition and Tucker-based ten-
sor decomposition [12]. Both of them are generalizations of SVD and PCA from a 2D
matrix to a higher-order tensor. In this paper, we choose the Tucker-based tensor be-
cause its decomposition algorithm and structure are much more convenient than that of
the CP-based tensor.
The feature level training tensor Y can be decomposed by Tucker-based HOSVD
[8] decomposition algorithm (also known as the ’Tucker1’ algorithm):
Y = Z 1 U1 2 U2    N UN (3)
where Z 2 RI1I2IN is the core tensor with the same dimensionality of the in-
put tensor Y , which stands for the interaction between the orthonormal mode matrices
Un 2 RInIn(n = 1   N). The mode-n matrix Un in (3) is the left singular matrix
obtained by applying SVD to mode-n flatten matrixY(n) of tensor Y [12] and the core
tensor Z is computed by:
Z = Y 1 UT1 2 UT2    N UTN : (4)
When we apply the multiple model system to a specific application, we must choose
one of these models or fuse them into a newmodel to adapt to the practical environment.
Here, we do the selection or fusion process at the feature level rather than the model
level. Note that, the performance of a model might be affected only by one or some of
the factors. Thus, we only need to fuse the training tensor on these corresponding factor
modes rather than all the modes. Suppose the model is influenced by the nth and n+1th
factors seriously, we can obtain the fused model at the feature level by:
fMnew : Z 1 U1    nTnUn n+1 Tn+1Un+1    N UNg
s:t:
InX
k=1
n(k) = 1; (5)
whereMnew is the fused new model and n is the state parameters standing for the
degree of the membership to different variations of the nth factor. We can also set
n(k) 2 f0; 1g to achieve a model selection framework. The elements in state vector
 can be obtained by using different classifiers or multiple classifier systems, such as
the variation estimation scheme in [6].
3 Coping with incomplete training set
The feature level multiple model fusion framework using tensor algebra provides a
compact structure for the multiple model system. However, this tensor-based framework
can only tackle with the problems when all the entries of the input tensors are available.
In practical applications, it is hard to obtain such an complete tensor. To overcome
this difficulty, we introduce some state-of-the-arts tensor completion methods in this
section.
One possible way to solve this problem is by using the naive mean of available
entries. But this method can only be used when a small number of training samples
are missing. The performance of the fused model goes down rapidly as the number
of missing entries is increasing. Another way is to reconstruct these missing entries
by using some prediction algorithms. Suppose we have an incomplete training tensor
Y 2 RI1I2IN . To reconstruct the missing entries for this incomplete tensor, we
first define a corresponding non-negative index (weight) tensor I of the same size as Y:
Ii1i2iN = f1; when Y
i1i2iN is available;
0; when Yi1i2iN is missing: (6)
The goal of the incomplete tensor decomposition is to minimize:
kI  (Y   Y^)k; (7)
where 00 is Hadamard product (or element-wise product), and Y^ is the reconstructed
tensor. To solve this objective function, Acar et al. proposed an approach named CP
Weighted OPTimization (CP-WOPT) [13] by using a gradient descent optimization ap-
proach. However, the CP-WOPT is based on CP tensor and the gradient descent op-
timization algorithms influence the reconstruction accuracy seriously. An alternative
method is the Tucker-based M2SA algorithm [9]. Although the objective function of
M2SA is the same as that of CP-WOPT, it does not need to compute the gradient using
some optimization algorithms in each iteration. Thus the time cost is greatly reduced
by using M2SA and the reconstruction performance is independent to the optimization
algorithms.
The M2SA is an iterative progress based on N-Mode tensor dimensionality reduc-
tion algorithm. The N-Mode tensor dimensionality reduction algorithm aims to find a
lower rank   (R1;    ; RN ) approximation for an input tensor. The mode-n rank of
tensor Y is defined as Rn = rank(Y(n)), where Y(n) is the mode-n flatten matrix of
Y at the nth mode. A pseudo code of the N-mode dimensionality reduction algorithm
is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 : N-Mode Dimensionality Reduction
1.Pre-iteration
Set the lower rank Rn < In for n = 1; 2;    ; N ; apply HOSVD to Y; truncate each mode
matrixUn to Rn columns and obtain the initial mode matricesU01,U02,    U0N ;
2. Iterate for k = 1; 2;    :
2.1 Set ~Ukn = Y 1 (Uk1)T    n 1 (Ukn 1)T n+1 (Uk 1n+1)
T    N (Uk 1N )
T
;
2.2 Obtain ~Ukn by unfolding ~Ukn along the nth mode;
2.3 Orthonormalise the columns of ~Ukn and truncate to Rn columns to obtainUkn;
Untill kUknT Uk 1n k
2
> (1  ")Rn, for n = 1; 2; : : : ; N ;
3. Compute the core tensor by Z^ = ~UN N U^TN and the rank-reduced approximation Y^ =
Z^ 1 U^1 2 U^2    N U^N .
Unfortunately, the Algorithm 1 cannot be used for an incomplete tensor. To adapt
this to a sparse tensor with missing entries, the M2SA algorithm has been proposed.
The M2SA algorithm uses a weighted scheme to achieve the best reconstruction perfor-
mance for the available entries as the reduction of the dimensionality of the input sparse
tensor, which is summarized in Algorithm 2. The prediction of missing entries by using
M2SA completes the training tensor. Thus, we can apply the classical HOSVD to this
reconstructed training tensor.
Algorithm 2 : M2SA
1. Fill the missing elements in training tensor Y with the average value of all the available el-
ements with some corresponding contributory factors to obtain the initialization of the training
tensor Y0;
2. Apply Algorithm 1 to Y0 to get the initial rank-reduced approximation Y^0 = Z^0 1 U^01 2
U^02    N U^0N ;
3. Iterate for k = 1; 2;    :
3.1 Update training tensor by Yk = Y: I + Y^k 1: ( I);
3.2 Apply Algorithm 1 to Yk to get the new rank-reduced approximation Y^k = Z^k 1 U^k1 2
U^k2    N U^kN ;
Until k(Yk   Y^k): Ik < " or k > Max Loop;
4. Compute the rank-reduced approximation Y^ = Z^ 1 U^1 2 U^2    N U^N .
4 Application to face image analysis
To validate the proposed multiple model fusion framework, we apply it to human face
image analysis, which is an important problem in pattern recognition and computer
vision. We develop the proposed multiple model fusion framework using 2D morphable
models in this section.
It has been reported that the 2D morphable models are powerful tools for face im-
age analysis, such as the well-known active shape model (ASM) [14], AAM [10] and
constrained local model (CLM) [15]. AAM is one of the most popular 2D morpbable
models due to its capability of modelling both shape and global texture for human faces
[16]. Typically, an AAM is fitted to input images to achieve automatic face annotation
or to attempt face recognition. However, the AAM is very sensitive to pose, expression
and illumination variations, which seriously limits its applicability. In this section, we
perform the tensor-based multiple model fusion framework to the AAM to overcome
the fitting difficulty posed by view, expression and illumination variations when we
have an incomplete training samples.
4.1 Feature selection
The classical AAM is trained from a set of labelled images. We choose the classical
shape and appearance (global texture) information as the features used in our multiple
model framework. The shape is manually landmarked in the training phase and the ap-
pearance relates to shape-free surface obtained by using a piecewise affine warp from
the original shape to the mean shape. Fig. 2 shows an example of the normalized shape
and appearance features. Suppose the training set contains Iid identities with Ipe pose,
Iexp expression and Iill illumination variations. In practical applications, it is hard to
obtain such a big training set which contains all these variations. Given an incomplete
training set, we can extract the shape and appearance features and subsequently obtain
the incomplete shape training tensor S 2 RIidIpeIillIexpIs and appearance train-
ing tensorA 2 RIidIpeIillIexpIt , where Is and It are dimensions of the shape and
global texture feature vectors.
Fig. 2. Extracted shape and appearance features.
For the incomplete training shape and appearance tensors, the use of M2SA implies
constructing:
S =ZS 1 Vid 2 Vpe 3 Vill 4 Vexp 5 Vs; (8)
A = ZA 1Wid 2Wpe 3Will 4Wexp 5Wt; (9)
where: ZS and ZA are shape and appearance core tensors; Vid;Vpe;Vill;Vexp;Vs
are mode matrices of the shape tensor for identity, pose, illumination, expression and
the coordinates of the landmarks in shape respectively;Wt is the mode matrix of the
global texture tensor based on the number of pixels in the mean shape.
Using the multiple model fusion framework we can obtain a specific AAM model
which can be fitted to the input images with corresponding variations much better than
a generic AAM model.
4.2 Feature level model fusion
Given an input test image, we first predict the pose, expression and illumination condi-
tions to obtain the fused shape and appearance models of AAM. The prediction algo-
rithm can be performed either on pixel level or feature level. For model selection, this
is a typical classification problem which identifies the single membership states of the
input images. We can use some classical algorithms to obtain the state estimation re-
sults, such as the SVM, neural network, the discrete tensor-based estimation in [6] and
so on. In principle,we could also identify the degree of membership of each input image
in various states of variations to define mixing parameters for the multiple models (in
contrast to model selection).
Once we obtain the state estimation results, we can train the fused shape and ap-
pearance models using the training approach in [17]:
fMS : ZS 2 TpeVpe 4 TexpVexp 5 TsVsg; (10)
fMA : ZA2TpeWpe 3 TillWill 4 TexpWexp 5 Tt Wtg; (11)
where s are the model mixing coefficient defined in (5).
It has been observed that the AAM fitting algorithms work well when the initial ap-
pearance can cover most part of the face in the input image [18]. Thus, we assume that
the face region has been detected by a face detection algorithm with a sufficient accu-
racy to provide initialization for the AAM fitting. The estimation algorithm we adopted
for predicting s in (10) is the discrete estimation algorithm in [6]. At last, the corre-
sponding fused shape and appearance models are used for AAM fitting by the inverse
compositional algorithm in [16] to obtain the shape and global texture information of
the face in the input image.
5 Experimental results
5.1 Database and experimental environments
We evaluated the proposed tensor based multiple model fusion framework by applying
it to face image analysis using AAM on the Multi-PIE [11] face database. The Multi-
PIE face database has more than 750,000 facial images (640*480) captured from 377
people across 15 different poses, with 19 different illumination conditions and a range
of different expressions across 4 sessions. It is a laborious work to landmark all the
images in the Multi-PIE face database for model training and test. Although the total
Fig. 3. Pose, illumination and expression variations of one identity from our experimental subset
number of the identities is 377, only 129 identities are captured in all sessions with
wide variations. From these 129 identities, we choose a subset containing 40 identities
with 4 different poses (01 0, 04 1, 05 1 and 09 1), 3 different expressions (neutral from
session 1, smile from session 3 and scream from session 4) and 4 different illuminations
(00, 01, 07 and 13) as our training and test sets. Fig. 3 shows these pose, expression and
illumination variations in our subset.
The experiments were conducted on Dell PowerEdge C6145 servers with 4AMD
Opteron 6262 Processors (64 cores), 512 GB RAM and programmed by Matlab 2012a
64-bit using Tensor Toolbox 2.5 from Sandia National Laboratories [19].
5.2 Performance of AAM using the proposed framework with incomplete
training set
In our experiments, we randomly choose 20 identities as the training set and the oth-
ers as the test set. To make the evaluation meaningful, we adopt the repeated cross-
validation scheme in our experiments. In each loop, we randomly remove 5%   95%
entries from the complete training shape and texture tensors to generate the incomplete
training tensors. Both the training and test subsets were landmarked manually to obtain
the shape and global texture features for modelling, and the ground truth for evaluation.
We took 52 landmarks for the shape feature in our experimental results. Thus, the size
of the shape and texture training tensors are 20434104 and 204344018
respectively. All the images have been resized to 320*240.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the reconstructed shape and texture errors by the M2SA and naive mean
methods.
We first test the reconstruction performance of the M2SA algorithm in terms of the
RMS errors between the reconstructed missing entries and the ground truth data. To
make a comparison, we substitute the missing entries using the mean of the available
entries:
Yiid;ipe;iexp;iill;im =
P
J Y((jid=iid)_(jpe=ipe)_(jexp=iexp)_(jill=iill))^(j=i)a
sum(I) ; (12)
where the lower right subscripts 0m0 and 0a0 stand for missing entries and available
entries respectively; the upper right subscripts stand for the positions of the value in
tensor Y; sum(I) gives the number of the available entries and I is the index tensor
(6). Fig. 4 presents the reconstruction performance of M2SA in terms of shape and
appearance reconstruction RMS errors. The M2SA can obtain a better reconstruction
results both for the shape and appearance features used for AAM modelling. The ob-
tained reconstructed shape and appearance features are used to cope with the problem
of incomplete data in the training set in the subsequent steps.
To evaluate the AAM fitting performance with the proposed framework, we first
measured the fitting performance in terms of the pt-to-pt error between the fitted shape
and the ground truth shape. Then we warped the global texture from the fitted shape to
the mean shape and measured the RMS error between the warped texture and the ground
truth texture. Also, we measured the convergence rates of the AAM by using threshold
value of fitted shape error 2 and threshold value of fitted texture error 16. Fig. 5 shows
the trends of the AAM fitting performance using the proposed multiple model fusion
framework as the percentage of missing entries is increasing. It is obvious that the use
of the M2SA algorithm can maintain the AAM fitting performance even when the ma-
jority of training entries are missing. Fig. 6 shows some typical fitted results produced
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(a) Fitted shape error
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(b) Fitted texture error
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the AAM fitting performance by using the proposed framework.
by the fused AAM model using the proposed framework with 80% missing entries.
The proposed multiple model fusion framework can overcome the pose, expression and
illuminations variations even in some extreme cases.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a unified theoretical framework for feature level multiple
model fusion by using multilinear algebra. Furthermore, we applied the M2SA algo-
rithm to extend the proposed framework to incomplete training data. We then applied
the proposed framework to face image analysis using AAM and evaluated the system
performance on the Multi-PIE face database.
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Fig. 6. Some fitted faces using the proposed framework with 80% missing entries
The experimental results obtained on the Multi-PIE face database validate the ro-
bustness of the proposed multiple model fusion framework on face image analysis in
the presence of with pose, expression and illumination variations. The use of M2SA
algorithm improved the performance of our model fusion system in the case of an in-
complete training set. The results show that our model can maintain good performance
even when up to 80% training samples are missing.
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